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ABSTRACT: The presence and beneﬁt of a radiation therapy-associated immune reaction is of great interest as the overall
interest in cancer immunotherapy expands. The pathological assessment of irradiated tumors rarely demonstrates consistent
immune or inﬂammatory response. More recent information, primarily associated with the “abscopal eﬀect”, suggests a subtle
radiation-based systemic immune response may be more common and have more therapeutic potential than previously believed.
However, to be of consistent value, the immune stimulatory potential of radiation therapy (RT) will clearly need to be supported
by combination with other immunotherapy eﬀorts. In this study, using a spontaneous canine oral melanoma model, we have
assessed the eﬃcacy and tumor immunopathology of two nanotechnology-based immune adjuvants combined with RT. The
immune adjuvants were administered intratumorally, in an approach termed “in situ vaccination”, that puts immunostimulatory
reagents into a recognized tumor and utilizes the endogenous antigens in the tumor as the antigens in the antigen/adjuvant
combination that constitutes a vaccine. The radiation treatment consisted of a local 6 × 6 Gy tumor regimen given over a 12 day
period. The immune adjuvants were a plant-based virus-like nanoparticle (VLP) and a 110 nm diameter magnetic iron oxide
nanoparticle (mNPH) that was activated with an alternating magnetic ﬁeld (AMF) to produce moderate heat (43 °C/60 min).
The RT was used alone or combined with one or both adjuvants. The VLP (4 × 200 μg) and mNPH (2 × 7.5 mg/gram tumor)
were delivered intratumorally respectively during the RT regimen. All patients received a diagnostic biopsy and CT-based 3-D
radiation treatment plan prior to initiating therapy. Patients were assessed clinically 14−21 days post-treatment, monthly for 3
months following treatment, and bimonthly, thereafter. Immunohistopathologic assessment of the tumors was performed before
and 14−21 days following treatment. Results suggest that addition of VLPs and/or mNPH to a hypofractionated radiation
regimen increases the immune cell inﬁltration in the tumor, extends the tumor control interval, and has important systemic
therapeutic potential.
KEYWORDS: magnetic nanoparticle, hyperthermia, immunotherapy, virus-like nanoparticle (VLP), in situ vaccination,
radiation therapy, abscopal eﬀect
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INTRODUCTION
Immunotherapy to treat cancer is being aggressively developed
and clinically utilized. With respect to immunotherapy and
radiation treatment, new research studies are beginning to
conﬁrm what has long been theorized, that local radiation
treatment has a very important immune component that can be
enhanced by appropriate RT dose delivery and the addition of
compatible immune stimulants.1−3 In previous studies, we have
shown that moderate magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia
(mNPH) treatment of an established murine melanoma
tumor can generate immune-based systemic resistance to
tumor rechallenge in a contralateral tumor in the same mouse.4
Radiation is a well-established local cancer therapy that rarely
demonstrates the ability to aﬀect unirradiated metastatic tumors
distant from the primary tumor treatment site. This uncommon
and unpredictable eﬀect on untreated tumors is termed the
“abscopal eﬀect”, and while it is accepted to be immune-based,
the pathophysiologic mechanisms are not well-deﬁned.2 This
immune basis of the abscopal eﬀect got initial support from
© XXXX American Chemical Society

mouse studies performed more than 39 years ago demonstrating the contribution of T cells to radiation-induced tumor
control.5 Recent clinical studies have begun to show that
radiation and immunotherapy treatments such as checkpoint
inhibitors are capable of generating a quantiﬁable positive
response in unirradiated tumors.6−8 Another recent radiationabscopal eﬀect study of more that 6000 men with metastatic
prostate carcinoma, treated with local prostate RT + androgen
deprivation therapy, demonstrated signiﬁcant improvement in
the overall survival rate, as compared to androgen deprivation
therapy alone.9 This study shows that the treatment of a
primary prostate tumor with RT can improve the outcome for
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however, most studies suggest that these inﬂuences do not alter
the time to recurrence or metastasis more than 20% for any
situation.30−33

patients with metastatic disease. Other important factors when
assessing the immune eﬀects of RT are radiation fraction
number and size. Recent studies indicate that a single radiation
dose compared to multiple smaller radiation doses, at the same
eﬀective total dose, induces markedly diﬀerent gene and protein
expression proﬁles.10,11 Many believe that delivering RT with
larger but fewer doses/fractions (hypofractionated RT, HFRT),
while potentially more damaging to normal tissue, might be
more immunogenic and therapeutically eﬀective.12−14 The
basic concept of the impact of RT on the antitumor immune
response is that RT damages the tumor and/or microenvironment to create a more immunogenic local environment.15
RT by itself is rarely suﬃcient to create clinically eﬀective
antitumor immunity.16,17 Rather, the common local response to
RT is thought to be immunosuppressive. Studies suggest the
RT damage generally recruits M2-type tissue repair macrophages that suppress adaptive immunity.18 The crucial aspect
appears to be the potential of RT to generate an “immunogenic
cell death” (ICD) or sublethal injury that occurs when cells die
or are altered in a manner that stimulates an immune
response.19 ICD is characterized by a grouping of dangerassociated molecular signals (DAMPs), among which are
calreticulin expression on the cell surface, release of ATP,
release of HMGB1 protein, and expression of type one
interferons.2 When the tumor environment is suﬃciently
immunogenic, tumor-associated antigens and neoantigens are
taken up by antigen presenting cells that go to the lymph
nodes, present these antigens to T cells, and stimulate an
adaptive immune response against tumor cells. This adaptive
immune response not only impacts local tumors but can also
generate a systemic response against the same tumor in
unirradiated sites.4 Recent studies using T-cell receptor (TCR)
transgenic mice have shown that radiation can prime T cells to
interact with exogenous tumor antigens4,20 and that radiation
can induce a tumor speciﬁc T cell response and subsequent
immunogenic cell death.21
In vivo murine tumor studies have demonstrated the safety,
eﬃcacy, and abscopal-type eﬀects22−24 of both mNPH25,26 and
VLP.27,28 Additional studies have demonstrated the improved
tumor treatment eﬃcacy when combining mNPH with
radiation.29 We have used this information to assess the
feasibility and eﬃcacy of two diﬀerent nanotechnology-based
immune adjuvants (mNPH and VLP) combined with
hypofractionated RT in a spontaneous canine oral melanoma
model. Our rationale is that the nanoparticle immune adjuvants
will combine with RT-induced ICD to expand the tumor
speciﬁc eﬀector T cell population resulting in longer local and
distant tumor remission.
Dogs are genetically variable animals with a cancer incidence
and prevalence, tumor type, and tissue origin site that is
comparable to human cancer. Behaviorally, the canine oral
melanoma is very similar to an aggressive human dermal
melanoma.30 Canine oral melanomas grow at rates roughly
similar to aggressive human melanoma, metastasize aggressively, and are often well-established when detected in the oral
cavity. Most oral canine melanomas are treated with excisional
surgery with completeness of tumor removal status unknown at
the time of surgery. Approximately 85−90% of these tumors
recur locally and/or at distant site within 5−9 months. RT
alone, using varied total dose and fraction delivery regimens,
has demonstrated a similar prognosis, with a median
recurrence/metastasis time of 5−7 months. Variables such as
age, tumor size, and tumor location inﬂuence the prognosis;
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METHODS
Canine Oral Melanoma Patient Recruitment and
Experimental Treatment. The canine oral melanoma cancer
patients were recruited from local veterinary practices. Study
inclusion required a tissue biopsy diagnosis of oral malignant
melanoma, a tumor less than 5 cm in diameter, the lack of both
metastatic disease (clinical examination/CT scan) and chroniclife threatening disease, and legally documented owner consent.
All diagnostic examinations and clinical treatments were
performed at Geisel School of Medicine, Dartmouth Hitchcock
Medical Center, Lebanon, NH. Referring veterinarians
remained part of the clinical team, receiving all relevant patient
treatment and health information from the Dartmouth team.
When appropriate, the referral veterinarians performed followup examinations and supportive treatments.
Radiation Treatment Planning and Delivery. Following
generation of a CT-based 3-D radiation treatment plan, all
patients received 6 doses of 6 Gy photon radiation (36 Gy total,
Varian 2100C linear accelerator) to the local tumor and 1 cm
peri-tumor margin. Treatment was applied on a Monday,
Wednesday, Friday schedule over a 2 week period. All
treatments were performed under general anesthesia.
Magnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticle (IONP) Hyperthermia Treatment (mNPH). NT-01 iron oxide nanoparticles
(Micromod Partikeltechnologie GmBH, Rostock, Germany)
were used. NT-01 magnetic nanoparticles consist of multiple
∼20 nm hematite crystals embedded in a dextran matrix core
(40 nm diameter), surrounded by a dextran shell. The ﬁnal
average hydrodynamic NP diameter was 110 nm. The mNP
were delivered in a sterile water-based NP concentration of 44
mg/mL with an iron concentration of 28 mg/mL and a volume
of 500 μL. The amount of iron oxide nanoparticles was
constant regardless of tumor size. A cooled Fluxtrol pancake
coil (20 cm diameter) or a cooled custom copper helical coil,
with an inner diameter of 20 cm, was used to generate AMF.
The AMF coils were powered by a variable 25 KW generator
(Huttinger Elektronik GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) at a ﬁeld of
150 kHz and 400 Oe. The AMF coil and generator were cooled
by a chiller (Tek-Temp Instruments, Croydon, PA) operating
at 20 °C and 4 gallons per minute. mNPs were delivered
intratumorally at a dose of 7.5 mg into 4 equally spaced tumor
sites. mNP were incubated for 90 min prior to AMF exposure.
Tumors were treated to a thermal dose equivalent to 43 °C for
60 min (cumulative equivalent minutes/CEM = 60).34 Each
tumor receiving mNPH was treated twice (once each week)
over the 2 week treatment period. Temperatures were
measured using 0.3 mm ﬁberoptic sensors (FISO Corp,
Quebec, Canada) accurate to 0.1 °C placed in 3 tumor sites,
2 peri-tumor sites, and 1 core/rectum site.
Plant Virus-Like Nanoparticles (VLP). VLPs from cowpea
mosaic virus were produced in plants.27 VLPs were delivered
intratumorally 2 times/week × 2 weeks (four treatments). Each
200 μg (200 μL) intratumoral VLP injection was distributed in
3 locations within the tumor. The amount of VLPs per
treatment was constant regardless of the tumor size.
Treatments and End Points. Using a feasibility study
design, ﬁve tumors were treated with four treatment regimens:
B
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Table 1. Data Summary from the Five Patients That Are the Subject of This Study
treatment

pretreatment
cellularity

posttreatment
cellularity

tumor 68%
lymph/mono
12%
PMN 2%
stroma 19%
tumor 70%
lymph/mono
11%
PMN 2%
sroma 17%
tumor 74%
lymph/mono
16%
PMN 1%
stroma 13%
tumor 87%
lymph/mono
6%
PMN 1%
stroma 13%
tumor 69%
lymph/mono
14%
PMN 2%
stroma 25%

tumor 55%
lymph/mono
15%
PMN 4%
stroma 26%
tumor 26%
lymph/mono
18%
PMN 18%
stroma 38%
tumor 18%
lymph/mono
21%
PMN 13%
stroma 48%
tumor 29%
lymph/mono
45%
PMN 9%
stroma 17%
tumor 21%
lymph/mono
22%
PMN 11%
stroma 46%

patient information

hypofractionated radiation

10 year old, male,
Labrador

magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia

11 year old, male,
Siberian Husky

hypofractionated radiation + virus-like particles

7 year old male
Labrador

hypofractionated radiation + virus-like particles

12 year old, female
Beagle

hypofractionated radiation + virus-like particles +
magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia

9 year old, male
Rottweiler

patient outcome
euthanized due to local and metastatic cancer; 5
months post treatment

euthanized due to local and metastatic cancer;
26 months post treatment

tumor free when euthanized due to GI torsion; 5
months post treatment

alive and tumor free; 20 months post treatment

tumor free when euthanized due to noncancer
issue: 10 months post treatment

Figure 1. Treatment of 9 year old Rottweiler with left mandibular oral melanoma. The tumor received 6 × 6 Gy radiation, mNPH, and 4 × 200 μg of
VLP. Left ﬁgures demonstrate the 3-D radiation treatment plan. Center ﬁgure shows patient in position for radiation delivery via the Varian
Truebeam linear accelerator. Right ﬁgures show intratumoral injection of VLP.

Quantiﬁcation of Tumor Cellularity Following RT,
mNPH and/or VLP. To assess the immune response,
quantiﬁcation of the inﬂammatory/immune cell inﬁltration
into the tumor and the peri-tumoral region was performed in
tissues taken before treatment and 14−21 days following
treatment completion. We used the well-established Chalkley
histomorphometric technique to quantitate cell types in
standard histology images.35 This method, using conventional
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained slides, consists of placing
a 100-point optical grid over randomly determined microscopic
ﬁelds (we used 10 ﬁelds). At each cross-hair grid point, the cell
or tissue type is identiﬁed by its morphology and recorded,
providing a relative cell/tissue composition of the sample being
assessed. We assessed four diﬀerent cell/tissue parameters: (a)
tumor cell, (b) mononuclear immune cell (lymphocyte/

(a) Hypofractionated radiation therapy (HFRT) @ 36 Gy
(6× 6 Gy). n = 1,
(b) Magnetic/iron oxide nanoparticle hyperthermia
(mNPH) @ 2 × CEM 60. n = 1
(c) HFRT + virus-like nanoparticles (VLP) @ 4 × 200 μg. n
=2
(d) HFRT + VLP + mNPH. n = 1
Clinical end points included time to recurrence or metastasis
and survival. Primary tumor response and potential metastasis
was assessed clinically every 2 weeks for 3 months posttreatment and every 2−3 months thereafter, including a
radiological exam (X-ray, CT). The immunopathology end
point was histomorphological quantiﬁcation of the cell/tissue
composition of the tumor. Samples were assessed before and
14−21 days post-treatment.
C
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Figure 2. Tumor regression and cellular changes in a large soft palate oral melanoma following HFRT and VLP treatment. The images are from a 12year old female beagle patient. In addition to complete tumor resolution, that is now durable at 20 months, there is a dramatic inﬂammatory/
immune response in the weeks following treatment. The ﬁgure provides visual comparison of the gross clinical response, and the level of immune cell
inﬁltration in the tumor and peri-tumor tissue at the selected times and illustrates sample histologic images used for quantitation of immune inﬁltrate
in Table 1. The response is largely mononuclear cell (macrophage/lymphocyte, small blue cells with high nucleus/cytoplasm ratio); however,
pockets of neutrophils are also seen in some areas. As noted in the ﬁnal two histology photomicrographs, while there is no residual tumor, there is
some ongoing active ﬁbroplasia, however most of the response at this point is mature ﬁbrosis.

treatment equipment. This enabled the control and precision of
radiation dosimetry that is utilized clinically.
Tumor response data from ﬁve patients is summarized in
Table 1. It is important to note that while we quantiﬁed the
immune cell response in the tumor and peri-tumor normal
tissue in all patients, peri-tumor normal tissue samples
(biopsies) were more challenging to acquire and were not
acquired from all patients. Therefore, although we give an
example of the comparative tumor and peri-tumor normal
tissue response in the Figure 2 patient, the cell response
quantiﬁcation information demonstrated in Table 1 includes
only pretreatment and post-treatment information for tumor
tissues, not peri-tumor tissue.
Although the sample is small, the combination of HFRT+
VLP appears to be the most promising treatment, since both
patients fully resolved the treated tumor, neither patient
relapsed, and one patient is clinically cancer free 20 months
after treatment, which is well outside of the expected time to
relapse of 5−9 months. The histology of multiple tumor and
peri-tumor tissue samples at diﬀerent time points from this
patient is shown (Figure 2, 12 month old female beagle). This
oral melanoma case received 6 × 6 Gy HFRT (days 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
12) and 4 × 200 μg VLP (days 2, 5, 7, 12) to treat an ∼35 cm3
melanoma located on the dorsal soft palate that virtually
occluded the oropharynx. While the complete clinical response
of this very large melanoma is striking, the immunological

monocyte/macrophage), (c) polymorphonuclear cells (PMN,
neutrophils), and stroma (ﬁbrous connective tissues, vascular
tissue, etc.). Hematoxylin and eosin stain is a routine
histochemical dye-type stain that is commonly used to assess
morphological cell and tissue detail. H&E stain does not
involve an antibody and is not capable of tagging/staining a
speciﬁc molecule or protein. Rather, the eosin (pink color) is an
acidic dye that stains almost all cellular proteins, and the
hematoxylin (blue color) is basophillic dye that stains nucleic
acid (nucleus/DNA).

■

RESULTS
This study reports results from RT combined with nanotechnology-based in situ vaccination in canine oral melanoma.
The application of radiation utilized clinical equipment and
CT-based 3-D treatment planning similar to what is done for
human patients. Study results, using quantitative tumor
composition histomorphometry, demonstrate the eﬀects of
combining hypofractionated RT with mNPH and/or VLP
(Figure 2, Table 1). Histomorphometric quantiﬁcation of the
cellular composition of the melanoma tumors35 before and 14−
21 days after treatment was used to document cellular
immunopathology changes. Time to tumor recurrence and/or
metastasis demonstrate clinical treatment responses. The
radiation treatment utilized clinical treatment planning as
shown in Figure 1, and radiation was applied using clinical
D
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reaction in the tumor and peri-tumor tissue is noteworthy for
correlating with the clinical response. It is especially relevant to
note the dramatic increase in immune cell inﬁltration on the
ﬁnal day of treatment in the peri-tumor and 3 weeks posttreatment, in both the tumor and peri-tumor tissue. While there
is a complete array of immune cell types in this response, the
increase in lymphocytes/monocyte is notable.
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DISCUSSION
In this feasibility, immunopathology, and eﬃcacy study of the
treatment of spontaneous canine oral melanoma tumors using
HFRT and nanotechnology-based immunotherapy, we demonstrate a signiﬁcant increase in immune cell inﬁltration of
tumors receiving HFRT with the nanotechnology immune
adjuvants, especially the VLP adjuvants. However, the low
numbers of patients per treatment arm precludes statistical
analysis. The study successfully demonstrates the feasibility,
safety, and promising eﬃcacy of these treatments in a highly
translatable spontaneous preclinical model.
Speciﬁcally, the data enables assessment of changes in
cellularity between the pretreatment biopsy and the posttreatment biopsy 14−21 days after treatment completion.
There appears to be a preliminary correlation between
increased leukocyte concentration in the tumor, (potentially
turning an immunologically “cold” tumor into a “hot” tumor),
and clinical eﬃcacy. The “RT only” patient had very minimal
changes in leukocyte concentration and was the only patient
that had metastatic disease at 5 months post-treatment, within
the expected time to metastasis of less than 9 months.
Treatments that included VLP and/or mNPH all had very clear
increases of leukocyte numbers in the tumor due to treatment.
The increased leukocyte numbers were accompanied by
improvement over the expected outcome with two animals
being euthanized tumor free for unrelated clinical reasons 5
months (HFRT + VLP) and 10 months (HFRT + mNPH +
VLP) post-treatment, and one dog (HFRT + VLP, Figure 2)
who remains tumor free 20 months after treatment.
The histomorphometric technique used to identify and
quantify the immune cell response in the treated tumors is a
standard pathological approach requiring histomorphological
skills. This approach is very reproducible and accurate for
determination of global cellular immune responses in the
treated tumor/normal tissue. However, the information it
provides is limited from a speciﬁc immune cell identiﬁcation
standpoint, and speciﬁc immunohistochemical (IHC) labeling
will be necessary to deﬁne the speciﬁc types of cells involved in
the immune inﬁltrate. While appropriate immune cell IHC
antibodies are available for many standard immune cell markers
in dogs, labeling inconsistencies associated with individual dogs
and markers precluded eﬀective use in this study. It should also
be noted that the hypofractionated radiation treatment regimen
(6 × 6 Gy over 2 weeks) is not a global clinical standard but is
becoming so in a variety of cancer sites, including breast cancer.
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